
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Resources Department 

Town Hall, Upper Street, London, N1 2UD 
 
 

AGENDA FOR THE LICENSING SUB COMMITTEE D 

 
Members of Licensing Sub Committee D are summoned to a meeting, which will be held in 
Committee Room 4, Town Hall, Upper Street, N1 2UD on, 6 December 2016 at 6.30 pm. 
 
 
Stephen Gerrard 
Director – Law and Governance 
 
 

Enquiries to : Jackie Tunstall 

Tel : 020 7527 3068 

E-mail : democracy@islington.gov.uk 

Despatched : 28 November 2016 

 
 
Membership Substitute 
 
Councillor Nick Wayne (Chair) 
Councillor Satnam Gill OBE (Vice-Chair) 
Councillor Marian Spall 
 

All other members of the Licensing committee 

 
Quorum: is 3 Councillors 
 

 
Welcome :  Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting.  

Procedures to be followed at the meeting are attached. 

Public Document Pack



 
 
 

 

A.  
 

Formal matters 
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1.  Introductions and procedure 
 

 

2.  Apologies for absence 
 

 

3.  Declarations of substitute members 
 

 

4.  Declarations of interest 
 

 

 If you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest* in an item of business: 
 if it is not yet on the council’s register, you must declare both the 

existence and details of it at the start of the meeting or when it becomes 
apparent; 

 you may choose to declare a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest that is 
already in the register in the interests of openness and transparency.   

In both the above cases, you must leave the room without participating in 
discussion of the item. 
 
If you have a personal interest in an item of business and you intend to speak 
or vote on the item you must declare both the existence and details of it at the 
start of the meeting or when it becomes apparent but you may participate in the 
discussion and vote on the item. 
 

*(a) Employment, etc - Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation 
carried on for profit or gain. 

(b) Sponsorship - Any payment or other financial benefit in respect of your 
expenses in carrying out duties as a member, or of your election; including 
from a trade union. 

(c)  Contracts - Any current contract for goods, services or works, between you 
or your partner (or a body in which one of you has a beneficial interest) and 
the council. 

(d)  Land - Any beneficial interest in land which is within the council’s area. 

(e)  Licences- Any licence to occupy land in the council’s area for a month or 
longer. 

(f)  Corporate tenancies - Any tenancy between the council and a body in 
which you or your partner have a beneficial interest. 

 (g) Securities - Any beneficial interest in securities of a body which has a place 
of business or land in the council’s area, if the total nominal value of the 
securities exceeds £25,000 or one hundredth of the total issued share 
capital of that body or of any one class of its issued share capital.   

 
This applies to all members present at the meeting. 
 

 

5.  Order of Business 
 

 

6.  Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 

1 - 10 

B.  
 

Items for Decision 
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1.  Gunay Supermarket, 231 Seven Sisters Road, N4 2DA - Premises licence 
variation 

11 – 44 
Finsbury Pk 



 
 
 

2.  Nisa Local, 89-91 Holland Walk, N19 3XU - Licence transfer application 
 

45 – 88 
Hillrise 

C.  
 

Urgent non-exempt items 
 

 

 Any non-exempt items which the Chair agrees should be considered urgently by 
reason of special circumstances. The reasons for urgency will be agreed by the 
Chair and recorded in the minutes. 
 

 

D.  
 

Exclusion of public and press 
 

 

 To consider whether, in view of the nature of the remaining items on the agenda, 
any of them are likely to involve the disclosure of exempt or confidential 
information within the terms of the Access to Information Procedure Rules in the 
Constitution and, if so, whether to exclude the press and public during 
discussion thereof. 
 

 

E.  
 

Urgent Exempt Items (if any) 
 

 

 Any exempt items which the Chair agrees should be considered urgently by 
reason of special circumstances.  The reasons for urgency will be agreed by the 
Chair and recorded in the minutes. 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 
ISLINGTON LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEES -   
  
PROCEDURE FOR HEARING LICENSING APPLICATIONS UNDER THE  
LICENSING ACT 2003 

 

  
INTRODUCTION TIME 

GUIDE 
1)  The Chair of the Sub-Committee will open the meeting and invite all members of the Sub-Committee, 
Officers, the applicant and anybody making representations, including witnesses (who have been given 
permission to appear) to introduce themselves. 

 

  
2)  The Chair will introduce the application and draw attention to the procedure to be followed as detailed 
below. 

 

  
CONSIDERATION OF APPLICATIONS:  
  
N.B. The Sub-Committee have read all the papers.  All parties should use this time to present a 
summary of their key points and not to repeat the detail already provided in the report. 

 

  
3)  The Licensing Officer will report any further information relating to the application or representations. 
Where necessary the relevant parties will respond to these points during their submissions. 

 

  
4)  Responsible Authorities to present the key points of their representations; and clarify any points 
requested by the Authority.  Witnesses, given permission by the Authority, may appear. 

10 
mins 

  
5)  The Sub-Committee to question the responsible authorities on matters arising from their submission.  
  
6)  Interested Parties to present the key points of their representations; and clarify any points requested 
by the Authority.  Witnesses, given permission by the Authority, may appear. 

10 
mins 

  
7)  The Sub-Committee to question the objectors on matters arising from their submission.  
  
8) The applicant to present the key points of their application, address the representations and clarify any 
points requested by the Authority.  Witnesses given permission by the Authority may appear. 

10 
mins 

  
9)  The Sub-Committee to question the applicants on matters arising from their submission.  
 
10)  If required, the Licensing Officer to clarify matters relating to the application and the Licensing Policy. 

 

 
11)  The Chair may give permission for any party to question another party in the order of representations     
given above. 

 

 
CASE SUMMARIES 

 

  
12)  Responsible Authorities 2 
13)  Interested parties mins 
14)  Applicant each 
  

DELIBERATION AND DECISION  
 
15)  The Sub-Committee may retire to consider its decision.  The Committee Clerk and Legal Officer will 
remain with the Sub-Committee. 

 

 
16)  If the Sub-Committee retires, all parties should remain available to provide further information or 
clarification. 

 

 
17)  The chair will announce their decision giving reasons and any conditions to be attached to the 
licence.  All parties will be informed of the decision in writing. 
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London Borough of Islington 
 

Licensing Sub Committee D -  13 October 2016 
 

Minutes of the meeting of the Licensing Sub Committee D held at Committee Room 4, Town Hall, 
Upper Street, N1 2UD on 13 October 2016 at 6.30 pm. 

 
 

Present: Councillors: Nick Wayne, Satnam Gill and Marian Spall 

 
Councillor Nick Wayne in the Chair 

 

 

142 INTRODUCTIONS AND PROCEDURE (Item A1) 
 
Councillor Nick Wayne welcomed everyone to the meeting and officers and members 
introduced themselves.  The procedure for the conduct of the meeting was outlined. 
 

143 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE (Item A2) 
 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

144 DECLARATIONS OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS (Item A3) 
 
There were no declarations of substitute members.  
 

145 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (Item A4) 
 
There were no declarations of interest.  
 

146 ORDER OF BUSINESS (Item A5) 
 
The order of business would be B2, B3, B1 and B4.  This was to allow interested parties 
and the applicant for Item B1 to discuss the revised application.  
 

147 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING (Item A6) 
 
RESOLVED 
That the minutes of the meeting held on the 16 August 2016 be confirmed as a correct 
record and the Chair be authorised to sign them. 
 

148 FORA SPACE, GROUND FLOOR, 71 CENTRAL STREET, EC1V 8BU - APPLICATION 
FOR NEW PREMISES LICENCE (Item B1) 
 
The licensing officer reported that this application was in the Bunhill cumulative impact area 
and was currently licensed as Clerkenwell Conference Centre.  A revised application had 
been made for reduced hours; 10:00 until 22:00 hours seven days a week.  It was noted 
that the opening hours would also be 10:00 until 22:00 seven days a week. 
 
The licensing authority advised that they had made no representation as they did not 
consider that the application would add to the cumulative impact area.  
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The local residents were concerned about the volume of business the premises would 
attract.  The restaurant was open to the public and would cause noise and they did not 
understand the need for a licence for an office.  This was a highly built up residential area.  
They stated that the restaurant would seat 70 people and in the bar, 50 people who would 
not be members of the office premises.  There was one revolving door which would need to 
accommodate 500/600 people.  This door was two meters away from their own building and 
there had been no investigation into noise levels, the amount of people leaving the building 
and people smoking near the premises.   
The local residents did not consider that the applicant had put forward any measures to 
prevent crime and disorder, public safety and children from harm. They’d been no 
assurances that there would not be future applications and they did not understand why the 
application was necessary.  There had been a large number of public representations.   
 
The licensing officer reported that a letter had been sent to all interested parties on the 22 
September advising of the revised application. 
 
The applicant’s representative advised that efforts had been made to contact residents 
groups but they had been advised that there were none.  The hours were from 10:00 to 
22:00 hours only.  Music would be background only. Patrons would access the premises via 
a revolving door and a concierge.   A plan of the premises was tabled. It was noted that 
Area A, was conditioned that alcohol would only be sold to those seated and having a table 
meal. Area B was a community/cafe area.  There were three further limited off sales areas 
marked on the plan, Areas C, D and E.  The applicant stated that there would be a 
maximum of 400 people in the building.  They wanted to encourage people to stay in the 
building with ideas such as yoga, virtual PAs.  Members could have a business meeting, go 
to the restaurant and have a glass of wine. On another day staff could invite their 
spouses/partners to the premises to meet colleagues.  The restaurant was to be run by a 
restauranteur and was not a chain.  If the licence was granted then if the previous licence 
was transferred it could then be surrendered.  There were no objections from the 
responsible authorities.  It was hoped that residents would use the restaurant.  They had 
spent a year looking for the right operator of the restaurant.  His other restaurants were also 
in residential areas.  This was a business in the style of the future in which much had been 
invested. 
 
In response to questions, the applicant’s representative stated that Area B was not a bar but 
had a bar in it.  This was an area where people would only 50 people would be seated.  
Patrons would have to walk by an office lobby. They could come for a talk and could share 
ideas.  This would be service driven.  People would not be allowed to continuously drink as 
it was in the lobby area of the business.  It was proposed that Areas A and B would also be 
open to the public.  There would be a relaxed work vibe. Members of the public could attend 
the restaurant/bar areas.  The restauranteur wanted to bring a great restaurant to the 
space.  He had four restaurants.  The Chair stated that this type of restaurant would be a 
sought after venue.  The restauranteur stated that all his restaurants were different.  The 
quality would be the same but the environment different. It was expected that lunches in the 
bar would cost approximately £6 - £10. Meals in the restaurant would be in the region of 
£30-£50.  There would be 1½ hour sittings. The bar was seated and there could be a 
condition regarding table service.  There were no pints.  The café area was not alcohol led 
but workspace led.  The applicant would just like the facility to sell alcohol.  The lobby would 
need to be kept clear.  There would be desks in the middle of the area. The main door 
would be covered for 24 hours with a night porter when the restaurant was closed. Alcohol 
would be ancillary to food in the restaurant.  In the café, the applicant would want people to 
come in and just to have a drink after work.  In Area A, patrons would have to be seated 
and eating a table meal.  It was agreed to have waitress/waiter service if required. The Sub-
Committee were asked to consider Area B on a basis of 50 people and not alcohol led. The 
applicant stated that they had considered whether or not the bar area should only be used 
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for members and their guests. It was stated that the area did not look like a bar.  They 
wished the local community to be able to use the space.  They were confident that the bar 
would have no impact.  The applicant considered that it would be unfair if non-members 
could not be served a drink just because they were unable to afford the membership fee.  
 
The Chair noted that the Licensing Authority had not made a representation but asked if 
they had altered their view of the application after hearing the evidence. The licensing 
authority stated that the bar area was limited in number, was also not alcohol led and was 
within hours detailed in the policy.  It was also noted that the film aspect of the original 
application was incidental and would not require a licence. 
 
The local residents reported that the bar area would hold 50 people and the restaurant 
would hold 70 which allowed over 150 people and members to have access to office areas 
up until 2am.  It was stated that the applicant had not mentioned anything about their 
events.  They had not talked about public nuisance.  There was no separate exit door and 
the entrance of the main building was 2 metres away from their own building.  Smoking 
would be outside premises and there had been no consideration of the sound impact.  They 
believed that there would be public nuisance. There was a small café across the road that 
patrons could use.  The residents asked that there be no future applications and were 
concerned that there would be public access to the building when there was a community 
centre opposite.   
 
The applicant’s representative stated he was unable to give an assurance for future 
applications but if there were any applications, residents would be able to comment in the 
normal manner.  The premises were to be serviced offices with ancillary use for a restaurant 
and bar which they would like local people to use.  There had been no objections from the 
responsible authorities.  The proposed hours were well within core hours and it was 
considered that the application was an exception to policy as this was a small premises with 
50 people or less and was not alcohol led.  They agreed to a condition regarding 
waiter/waitress service if required.  The applicant’s representative considered that, with the 
type of premises and conditions the Sub-Committee could grant the licence in its entirety.  
However, if the Sub-Committee was considering refusal of the licence, he asked that they 
consider the individual areas separately ie Areas C, D and E, Area A and Area B. 
 
RESOLVED 
1) That the amended application for a new premises licence, in respect of For a Space, 

Ground Floor, 71 Central Street EC1V 8BU, be granted to allow:- 
 

a) The supply of alcohol, for consumption on and off  the premises from 10:00 until 
22:00 hours Monday to Sunday.  

b) The premises to be open to the public from 10:00 until 22:00 Monday to Sunday. 
 

2) That conditions detailed on pages 110 and 111 of the agenda be applied to the licence 
with the following additions:- 

 There will be table service in the area marked A. 

 Alcohol sales in the area marked B shall only be to members of Fora and their 
guests. 
 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
The Sub-Committee listened to all the evidence and submissions and read all the material. 
The Sub-Committee reached the decision having given consideration to the Licensing Act 
2003, as amended, and its regulations, the national guidance, particularly paragraph 13.30, 
and the Council’s Licensing Policy.  
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The Sub-Committee took into consideration Licensing Policy 2.  The premises fall under the 
Bunhill cumulative impact area.  Licensing policy 2 creates a rebuttable presumption that 
applications for new premises licences that are likely to add to the existing cumulative 
impact will normally be refused, unless an applicant can demonstrate why the operation of 
the premises involved will not add to the cumulative impact or otherwise impact adversely 
on the promotion of the licensing objectives.  The Sub-Committee also noted policy 18 for 
the protection of amenity for residents. 
 
The Sub-Committee was invited to consider the application in three parts, C D and E, B and 
A by the applicant’s representative rather than reject the whole application. 
 
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that granting a licence for areas C D and E, the internal 
meeting rooms, would be unlikely to add to the existing cumulative impact on the area on 
any of the licensing objectives.   
The Sub-Committee noted that Area A, the restaurant, was to be a highly professional 
enterprise.  The applicant suggested an additional condition of table service in Area A and 
the Sub-Committee was satisfied that the operating schedule, with the addition of the 
condition, demonstrated that there would be no negative impact on any of the licensing 
objectives if Area A was granted.  
For Area B, the Sub-Committee considered that this area bore more resemblance to a bar 
than a café and noted the representation of residents that effectively the public would be 
entering both Area A and B by a single door. The Sub-Committee was concerned about the 
negative impact on the licensing objectives of noise and public nuisance given the close 
proximity of residential premises with children.  However, the Sub-Committee was satisfied 
that the conditions in the operating schedule, with the additional restriction that alcohol 
should only be sold to members and guests, demonstrated that there would be no negative 
cumulative impact on any of the licensing objectives.  
 
The Sub-Committee considered that the presumption of a special policy had been rebutted 
with the addition of conditions for Areas A and B. 
 

149 SIXTH FLOOR, KINGS PLACE, 90 YORK WAY, N1P 2AP - APPLICATION FOR NEW 
PREMISES LICENCE (Item B2) 
 
The licensing officer informed the Sub-Committee that there were other licensed premises 
in the building. 
 
No interested parties were present at the meeting. The applicant’s representative said that 
he had emailed the residents in response to their representations but had received no reply. 
 
The applicant reported that the balcony detailed in many of the representations was not 
their balcony.  The applicant tabled a plan and showed the balcony position which was 
away from the edge.  No licensable activities were intended on the balcony.  The application 
was made to facilitate client hospitality.  The sale of alcohol would take place between 
Boots and the caterer.  There were no bars and no walk in for members of the public.  
Alcohol would be for employees only and their clients.  Staff would mainly pay only at 
charity events.  Lunch would be brought in. Champagne breakfasts were not yet needed but 
it was not something that they wanted to rule out.  They sale of alcohol would be ancillary to 
the use of the premises as offices and they would agree for this to be conditioned.  The 
terraces did not overlook the canal.  There would be no entry for general public.  They could 
operate without a licence but considered it better that the alcohol be licensed and under the 
control of a contract caterer.  The caterer would charge Boots and that would be where the 
sale occurred.  
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The licensing officer reported that there were a number of premises that had the same 
arrangement.  There were four licences in the building, one of which allowed the public in.  
It was considered that because of the style of the operation and the number of attendees, 
the premises would not add to the cumulative impact. 
 
In summary, the applicant stated that there had been no objection from planning officers.  
He stated that planning had advised that A3/A4 use was for an operation from 08:00 and 
this operation did not fit into this type of use.  It would be neater that the hours ran from 
07:00 as this would fall in line with other Boots premises, however, he stated that, if this was 
a sticking point for the Sub-Committee he would accept 08:00 as a start time. 
 
RESOLVED 
1) That the application for a new premises licence, in respect of Sixth floor, Kings Place 

90 York Way, N1 9AG, be granted to allow:- 
 

a) The sale of alcohol, for consumption on and off the premises from 08:00 until 22:00 
hours Monday to Sunday.  

b) Opening hours to be 24 hours Monday to Sunday. 
 

2) That conditions detailed on page 163 of the agenda shall be applied to the licence. 
 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
The Sub-Committee listened to all the evidence and submissions and read all the material. 
The Sub-Committee reached the decision having given consideration to the Licensing Act 
2003, as amended, and its regulations, the national guidance and the Council’s Licensing 
Policy.  
 
The Sub-Committee took into consideration Licensing Policy 2.  The premises fall under the 
Kings Cross cumulative impact area.  Licensing policy 2 creates a rebuttable presumption 
that applications for new premises licences that are likely to add to the existing cumulative 
impact will normally be refused, unless an applicant can demonstrate why the operation of 
the premises involved will not add to the cumulative impact or otherwise impact adversely 
on the promotion of the licensing objectives. 
 
There had been no representations made by the responsible authorities.  No residents 
attended the meeting and the Sub-Committee heard the application in their absence, taking 
their representations into account. 
 
The Sub-Committee noted that the hours sought were within the hours specified in licensing 
policy 8. 
 
The Sub-Committee noted that it appeared from the applicant’s presentation that there may 
have been a misunderstanding about the area it was proposed to licence. The applicant’s 
balcony did not overlook Battlebridge basin but was set back.  There were no licensable 
activities intended on their balcony. No general public were allowed in the premises.  The 
licence was necessary for the sale of alcohol between Boots and the contract caterer.  The 
applicant’s representative said that he had emailed the residents in response to their 
representations but had received no reply. 
 
The Sub-Committee considered, for the avoidance of doubt given the planning situation and 
at the invitation of the applicant’s representative, the starting hour was changed to 8am. 
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150 E MONO, 13 STROUD GREEN ROAD, N4 2AL - APPLICATION FOR NEW PREMISES 
LICENCE (Item B3) 
 
The licensing officer reported that the premises were in a cumulative impact zone and there 
was a history of non-compliance. 
 
The police informed the Sub-Committee that their position had changed since their 
representation had been submitted.  As the area was busy they had wished to meet with the 
applicants who had also operated at 16 Station Place. It appeared that the premises at 
Station Place did not have a late night refreshment licence for three years.  The applicant 
was informed by the police that a licence was required. The police visited the premises after 
1am on the 1 October and found the premises in operation without a licence.  He asked to 
speak to the manager.  As soon as the manager arrived the police officer stated that there 
was a strong smell of an illegal substance.  The staff continued operating until ordered not 
to do so by the police.  He had no faith that they would adhere to the law and asked that the 
licence be refused.   
 
The licensing authority agreed with the police.  It was stated that licensing officers had met 
with the applicant and had discussed an end time of 01:00 am.  The applicant was informed 
that he would need to close at 11pm until he obtained a licence.  The premises had been 
found open at 1am even though they had been told to close at 11pm a few days before.  
They did not have faith in the applicant as he had a history of non-compliance.  It was noted 
that they would be entitled to trade up until 11pm without a licence.   
 
The applicant stated that his uncle owned the other premises at Station Place so he should 
not be blamed for not having a licence.  The premises at Kentish Town were owned by his 
father’s partner.  He denied having any illegal substances on the 1 October as he was 
strongly against this.  He was surprised the police did not speak to him about it at the time.  
The applicant had applied for a 3am licence but had negotiated with officers. Officers 
warned the applicant that they had no licence until the meeting.  They had thought that they 
would get their licence.  They did not want to sell after hours or to do anything illegal.  They 
asked the Sub-Committee to give them a chance.  They had been closing since the 1 
October at 11pm. This was a very busy area where people wanted hot food.  They would 
give people food to eat and then they would go home.  From 8pm to 10pm it was quiet.  For 
their business to thrive they needed later hours.  It had been difficult with hours only up until 
11pm.  
 
In response to questions, the applicant stated that there was a dark spot behind the van 
where people could take illegal substances. He could not be responsible for this area and 
the police had not mentioned it at the time.  He said that when he stayed open late he did 
not think it was licensed but it was a mistake on his behalf.  The police stated that he was 
still serving despite them being there and the police officer had to call over to them to get 
them to stop.  He knew the license had not been granted but thought as the application had 
been made it was ok.  The applicant responded to a question about the licensing objectives.  
He stated that he did not have anything to do with the Station Place premises.  His dad was 
his partner with these premises.  His uncle ran Station Place. He had no knowledge of 
licensing law at the Kentish Town premises.  He just dealt with cash and paying bills. The 
Kentish Town premises closed at 11pm. 
 
In summary the police officer stated that when he arrived at the premises on the 1 October 
he told the applicant when he appeared that it smelt of cannabis.  He stated he had 
evidence that the applicant had been involved at Station Place which had operated illegally 
up until 03:00am for three years.  The applicant stated that this was a small take away.  
They were trying to stick to the rules.  They had no complaints about crime.  They were just 
trying to build a business and feed people. 
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RESOLVED 
That the application for a new premises licence, in respect of E Mono, 13 Stroud Green 
Road, N4 2AL be refused. 
 
REASONS FOR DECISION 
The Sub-Committee listened to all the evidence and submissions and read all the material. 
The Sub-Committee reached the decision having given consideration to the Licensing Act 
2003, as amended, and its regulations, the national guidance and the Council’s Licensing 
Policy.  
 
The Sub-Committee noted Licensing Policy 2 and that the premises fall within the Finsbury 
Park and Holloway Road cumulative impact area.  Licensing policy 2 creates a rebuttable 
presumption that, applications for new premises licences that are likely to add to the 
existing cumulative impact will normally be refused, unless an applicant can demonstrate 
why the operation of the premises involved will not add to the cumulative impact or 
otherwise impact adversely on the promotion of the licensing objectives. 
 
Representations had been made by the police and licensing authority.  The Sub-Committee 
noted that the responsible authorities had visited the premises on the 1 October after 1am.  
They found the premises operating after hours when the licence had not yet been granted 
and the police had to ask the applicant to stop serving.  
 
The Sub-Committee took into account licensing policy 10 regarding the applicant’s 
commitment to high standards of management. The applicant had been given advice from 
the licensing authority and the police that he was acting illegally by operating after 11pm.  
He had failed to implement the advice that had been given and the Sub-Committee did not 
find convincing his explanation that he believed that the premises were licensed or that he 
had made a simple mistake about the hours.  The policy states that the licensee should be 
able to understand verbal and written advice and legal requirements. The Sub-Committee 
noted that he had experience in the business of selling hot food and should have been 
aware of the requirements. He had not run his business lawfully to date and had failed to 
demonstrate a track record of compliance with legal requirements although the applicant 
emphasised repeatedly that he was not selling alcohol or encouraging anti-social behaviour. 
The Sub-Committee had no confidence that he would keep to whatever hours were granted 
bearing in mind his track record.  
 

151 STROUD FOOD, 73 STROUD GREEN ROAD, N4 3EG - APPLICATION FOR NEW 
PREMISES LICENCE (Item B4) 
 
The licensing officer reported that application was in a cumulative impact area.  The 
premises had been described as an organic food store in the application. 
 
The licensing authority reported that the premises were in a cumulative impact area with a 
number of similar premises in the locality.  They raised concerns as to what would make 
this premises different to the others. They asked that the start time of the licence be moved 
to 9 or 10 am. They considered that as it was an organic store this should include alcoholic 
goods and the range of alcohol limited to organic craft beers, artisan spirits etc.  They 
considered that the licence should run from 10am to 9pm.  
 
The legal officer reported that the test of cumulative impact was that the saturation of 
premises in an area was such that any other premises were likely to impact on the area.  
There was a rebuttable presumption that applications would normally be refused or made 
subject to additional conditions unless the applicant could demonstrate in the operating 
schedule that the premises would not add to the cumulative impact.  
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The applicant’s representative reported that these premises were a supermarket that sold 
organic products.  Opening hours would be from 8am to 11pm.  There was a detailed 
operating schedule and there had been no resident objections.  The police had withdrawn 
their representation.  15% of the sales area was for alcohol and there would be no super 
strength beers sold as they would not be targeting street drinkers. The crime and disorder 
objective had been satisfied, the noise team were satisfied regarding public nuisance. With 
the conditions, they would not contribute to any problems.  Regarding what the policy stated 
about a high level of alcohol related ambulance call outs betweem 11pm and 4am in that 
area, they were not applying to be licensed between those hours.  The applicant agreed to 
a start time of 9am and considered that the licence should be granted.  
 
In response to questions it was noted that the shop offered a wide range of products, not 
just organic but allowed other grocery types.  Alcohol was not the mainstream of business 
and would only be stocked in 15% of the premises area.  To restrict alcohol to organic only 
did not offer flexibility. Other premises would not have all of the conditions. This was the 
applicant’s first application for a personal licence.  He had worked in an off licence 
previously.  His business partner would help him who had ten years experience.  They 
would wish to sell organic wines and craft beers. Alcohol for sale would be limited and 
selected.  This was not an off licence but a grocery store and was not alcohol led.  
 
In summary, the licensing authority stated that it was pleased that a revised start time was 
agreed and asked that organic wine beer be conditioned to be a percentage of the alcohol 
stock.  The applicant stated he would be willing to accept organic beers and wines as a 
percentage of stock. The licensing authority reported that this premises was similar to many 
others in the area.  They asked that there be a later start time for the sale of alcohol and 
also considered that organic wines and beers should be offered to customers.  The 
applicant, when it was explained to him in his own language, was agreeable to this. 
 
RESOLVED 
1) That the application for a new premises licence, in respect of Stroud Food, 73 Stroud 

Green Road N4 3EG be granted to allow:- 
 

a) The supply of alcohol, off sales only, from 10:00 until 21:00 hours Monday to 
Sunday.  
 

2) That conditions detailed on page 209/210 of the agenda be applied to the licence with 
the following addition. 

 That no less than 50 % of wines, beers or spirits offered for sale shall be 
labelled and/or described by the producer as bio dynamic, artisan or organic.  

 
REASONS FOR DECISION 
The Sub-Committee listened to all the evidence and submissions and read all the material. 
The Sub-Committee reached the decision having given consideration to the Licensing Act 
2003, as amended, and its regulations, the national guidance and the Council’s Licensing 
Policy.  
 
The Sub-Committee took into consideration Licensing Policy 2.  The premises fall under the 
Finsbury Park and Holloway Road cumulative impact area.  Licensing policy 2 creates a 
rebuttable presumption that applications for new premises licences that are likely to add to 
the existing cumulative impact will normally be refused, unless an applicant can 
demonstrate why the operation of the premises involved will not add to the cumulative 
impact or otherwise impact adversely on the promotion of the licensing objectives. 
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107 
 

The licensing authority reported that this premises was similar to many others in the area.  
They asked that there be a later start time for the sale of alcohol and also considered that 
organic wines and beers should be offered to customers. The applicant, when it was 
explained to him in his own language, was agreeable to this. 
 
In accordance with licensing policy 2 and home office guidance 13.30, it appeared likely that 
the sale of alcohol could potentially impact negatively on the cumulative effect on the 
licensing objectives, given the proliferation of licensed premises, particularly off licences in 
the area. The Sub-Committee took into account that the premises were an organic fruit and 
vegetable store with a section of 15% display area for alcohol.   The only representation 
received was from the licensing authority and the applicant was willing to accept the 
additional condition proposed.  With that condition and a reduction in hours from those 
requested, the Sub-Committee concluded that there would be no negative impact on the 
licensing objectives.  
 
 
 
 

 The meeting ended at 9.30 pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAIR 
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Environment & Regeneration 
Municipal Office, 222 Upper Street, London, N1 1XR 

Report of: Service Director, Public Protection 

Meeting of Date Agenda Item Ward(s) 

Licensing Sub-Committee 6 December 2016 Finsbury Park 

Delete as 
appropriate 

Non-exempt 

Subject: PREMISES LICENCE VARIATION APPLICATION 
GUNAY SUPERMARKET, 231 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD, LONDON, N4 2DA 

1. Synopsis

1.1 This is an application for the variation of a premise licence under the Licensing Act 2003.

1.2 The application is to extend:

a) The permitted times for the sale of alcohol, for consumption off the premises, to between
08:00 and 01:00, Sunday to Thursday, and between 08:00 and 02:00 on Friday and
Saturday.

b) The opening hours to between 08:00 and 01:00, Sunday to Thursday, and between
08:00 and 02:00 on Friday and Saturday.

1.3 The premises is currently licensed to: 

a) Sell alcohol, for consumption off the premises, between 11:00 and 23:00, Sunday to
Saturday.

b) Open between 08:00 and 00:00, Sunday to Saturday.

2. Relevant Representations

Licensing Authority Yes 
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Metropolitan Police Yes 

Noise No 

Health and Safety No 

Trading Standards No 

Public Health Yes 

Safeguarding Children No 

London Fire Brigade No 

Planning No 

Local residents No 

Other bodies No 

3. Background

3.1 Papers are attached as follows:- 
Appendix 1: application form, including current licence; 
Appendix 2: representations; 
Appendix 3: map of premises location. 

3.2 The licensee was first granted a licence for these premises by the Licensing Sub-Committee on 
15 December 2011. There was a subsequent variation application for extension of hours 
refused by Licensing Sub- Committee on 10 March 2012. 

3.3 The premises was found trading after hours on Saturday 23 January 2016. In addition 
when officers requested the CCTV as required by the premises licence. These images 
were not  provided which was an additional breach of the licence conditions for the premises.  

3.4 The premise is located in the Finsbury Park Cumulative Impact Policy Area. 

3.5 The applicant has proposed no additional measures in their operating schedule to promote the 
licensing objectives. 

4. Planning Implications

4.1 Planning has reported that they have no objections to the application. 

5 Recommendations 
5.1 To determine the application for a variation of the premises licence under Section 34 of the 

Licensing Act 2003. 

5.2 To consider that this address is in a Saturation or “Cumulative Impact Policy” of Islington.  This 
special policy creates a rebuttable presumption that applications for new premises licences, 
club premises certificates, or variation applications that are likely to add to the existing 
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cumulative impact will normally be refused, unless the applicant can demonstrate why the 
operation of the premises involved will not add to the cumulative impact or otherwise impact 
adversely on the promotion of the licensing objectives.  

5.3 If the Committee grants the application it should be subject to: 

i. conditions of the existing premises (see appendix 1).

ii. any additional conditions deemed appropriate by the Committee to promote the four
licensing objectives.

6 Conclusion and reasons for recommendations 

6.1 The Council is required to consider this application in the light of all relevant information, and if 
approval is given, it may attach such conditions as appropriate to promote the licensing 
objectives. 

Background papers: 

The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 
Licensing Act 2003 
Secretary of States Guidance 

Final Report Clearance 

Signed by 
Service Director – Public Protection Date 

Received by 
Head of Scrutiny and Democratic Services Date 

Report author: Licensing Service 

Tel: 020 75027 3031 

E-mail: licensing@islington.gov.uk

25/11/2017
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Licensing Authority Representation: Licensing Act 2003 
Application: 231 Seven Sisters Road. N4 2DA 
I am submitting a representation on behalf of the Licensing Authority with respect to the 

variation application for the above premises to extend the hours for sales of alcohol: 

• From 8am to 11pm Monday to Sunday to 8am,  to 1am Sunday to Thursday

and 8am to 2am Friday and Saturday

The grounds for the representation are: 

• Public nuisance

• Crime and disorder

Licensing Policy Considerations 
Licensing Policies 1 & 2 Location, cumulative impact and saturation 

Licensing Policies 4      Off sales 

Licensing Policies 7&8 Licensing Hours 

Licensing Policies 10  Commitment to high standards of management 

Issues of Concern 
1. The premises are located within the Finsbury Park Cumulative Impact policy area.

The onus is on the applicant to demonstrate that these premises will not add to the

cumulative impact.  The applicant has not done this in the operating schedule. There

are a high number of licensed premises in the vicinity and it is our opinion that the

proposed application will add to the cumulative impact.

2. The premises currently operate within the Council’s framework hours. Extending

these hours would add to the impact on the emergency services and local residents.

3. The licensing authority receives regular complaints from local residents and

businesses about anti-social behaviour emanating from late night premises in the

area.  Licensing officers regularly visit the area and have worked with local licensed

operators to minimise the impact their businesses have on the local environment, for

example through the successful introduction of the “reduce the strength” campaign.

There is a specific concern about the impact of street drinking in the area.

4. In 2015 Licensing and Trading Standards received complaints that the premises was

selling alcohol after hours and selling to under age customers. In December 2015

and January 2016 licensing officers witnessed the sale of alcohol out of permitted

hours, several licence conditions not being complied with and the CCTV was not

working. Mr Mustafa Gunay and Mr Yilmaz Kaya were the licence holder and DPS at

that time.

5. The current DPS is Mr Yilmaz Kaya who was DPS on 6.1.12 when there was

unauthorised sales of alcohol at the premises, breach of conditions, alcohol was

ordered to be removed from the premises and he was invited to an interview and

received verbal and written warnings.

Appendix 2 
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Recommendation 
In order to promote the licensing objectives it is recommended that this application is refused 

unless the applicant is able to demonstrate compliance with licence conditions, high 

standards of management and a rebuttal of the Council Licensing Policy. 

These premises are located in the Holloway and Finsbury Park Cumulative Impact Area 

therefore the Licensing Committee will need to consider Licensing Policy 2, which states that 

there is a presumption of refusal unless the Committee is satisfied that there will be no 

adverse cumulative impact on the licensing objectives. 

Terrie lane 

Licensing Manager 

Public Protection Division 

14 November 2016 
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Licensing Act 2003 
Representation from Islington Public Health department on behalf of health bodies providing 
services in Islington 

FINSBURY SUPERMARKET, 231 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD, LONDON, N4 2DA 

We are submitting a representation in response to the application for a variation in the licence for the 
above premise, which would see an increase in the hours permitted for the sale of alcohol. 
Specifically, the premise has applied to vary the sale of alcohol to 1am on Sunday-Thursday and 2am 
Friday-Saturday, which takes the hours of operation outside of the framework hours specified within 
Islington’s licensing policy. This representation is on behalf of Islington’s Public Health Department, 
which is a responsible authority. 

The impact of alcohol is particularly great in Islington with some of the greatest levels of alcohol-
related problems in London, including:  
• the highest rate of alcohol-specific hospital admissions in London in 2014/14,
• and the second highest rate of claimants of incapacity benefit where the main medical reason for

being a claimant is alcoholism compared in London in 2015.

The premise is located on Seven Sisters Road, which is located in the Finsbury Park ward. The 
location is within the Finsbury Park/Holloway Road Cumulative Impact Area, described in Islington’s 
Licensing Policy 2013-2017. The area already experiences significant alcohol-related harm, as 
described below. 

The grounds for the representation are: 
• public safety,
• the prevention of crime and disorder, and
• the prevention of public nuisance.

The relevant policies in Islington’s Licensing Policy 
• Policy 2: Cumulative impact and saturation
• Policy 4: Shops selling alcohol
• Policy 7: Licensing hours

We are concerned that if this application to extend the opening hours is granted, it will increase the 
availability of alcohol for consumption off premise. This could lead to an increase in public nuisance, 
crime and disorder and impact adversely on health of both those buying and consuming the alcohol, 
as well as the health of others who come in contact with them. 

This premise would add to the impact of existing licenced premises in an area which already has high 
density of premises. At the time of writing this representation, there were 12 off licences within a 
250m 1 walk of the premise. Additional outlets supplying alcohol will be detrimental to the local 
residents in terms of noise and disturbance, anti-social behaviour and crime.   

Impact of alcohol on health in Islington 
The impact of alcohol on health in Islington is particularly severe. Alcohol misuse imposes a major 
preventable burden to health and the effect of this is felt across all health services in Islington.  

There is a growing body of evidence that an increased number of alcohol outlets results in significant 
increases in both alcohol consumption and alcohol-related harm, including injury, violence and 
medical harm. Evidence from a number of countries indicates reducing alcohol outlet density can have 
an impact on reducing violence and problem drinking. There is also evidence that changes in hours or 

1 Distances calculated using www.walkit.com/london 
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days of trading can have a significant impact on volume of alcohol consumed and rates of alcohol 
related problems.23456 

Harm from alcohol in the vicinity of Finsbury Supermarket 

Ambulance callouts 
The data on alcohol-related ambulance callouts reflect where the ambulance attended, not where the 
individual lives, and therefore includes people who live outside the borough but who come into 
Islington to work, socialise, and require an ambulance whilst within the borough.  Alcohol related 
ambulance call-outs highlight the immediate harms of alcohol on health and thus the risk to physical 
safety that alcohol causes. The London Ambulance Service records the callout at Lower Super Output 
Area (LSOA) level, a geographical area in which an average 1,500 residents live. The LSOA in which 
Finsbury Supermarket is located (E01002734), experienced 60 alcohol-related ambulance callouts in 
2014/15, which compares to an average of 21 across LSOAs in Islington. This was the seventh 
highest number of alcohol-related callouts among Islington’s LSOAs. In the area within a 250 m radius 
of this off license, there were 17 alcohol related ambulance callouts in 2014/15. An alcohol-related 
ambulance call-out is an indicator that public safety has been compromised by alcohol and many are 
related to crime and disorder. Local analysis shows a general trend that ambulance callouts increase 
as the number of licensed premises increases.  

Conclusion 

Islington experiences some of the highest levels of alcohol-related harm in London and the cumulative 
availability of alcohol is one area that is likely to be impacting on this.  

There is already good availability of alcohol in the area around Finsbury Supermarket. There is 
evidence that increased availability of alcohol, both in terms of the time period in which alcohol is 
available (hours of sale) and number of premises from which alcohol is available, results in an 
increase in alcohol-related harm. One effect of this is increased pressure and costs to the NHS. The 
impacts are also felt across a range of groups including the Council, policing and the community as a 
whole.  

Recommendation 

Islington’s Public Health Department recommends that the application for a licence variation related to 
the extension of hours to supply alcohol at Finsbury Supermarket 231 Seven Sisters Road N4 2DA is 
refused on the grounds that there is already sufficient supply in an area that is already experiencing 
high levels of alcohol-related harm. 

2 Popova, S., Giesbrecht, N., Bekmuradov, D. And Patra, J. Hours and days of sale and density of alcohol 
outlets: impact on alcohol consumption and damage: a systematic review. Alcohol and alcoholism 
2009;44(5):500-516 

3 Newton, A., Sarker, SJ., Pahal, GS., van den Burgh, E. and Young, C. Impact of the new licensing law on 
emergency hospital attendances: a cohort study. Emergency Medicine Journal 2007;24:532-534 

4 Highes K, Jones L, Bellis M. Reducing harm in drinking environments factsheet. European Union 2009. 
5 Livingstone M. et al. Changing the density of alcohol outlets to reduce alcohol related harm.  Drug and Alcohol 

Review 2007; 26: 557-566 
6 Bryden A et al. A systematic review of the influence on alcohol use of community level availability and 

marketing of alcohol.  Health and Place 2012; 18(2) Page 42



Your

Our Licensing/NI

Date: 15/11/2016

METROPOLITAN POLICE 
SERVICE 
 Mr Mehmet KAYA 

231 Seven Sisters Road 
London 
N4 2DA 

Licensing Team 
Islington Police Licensing Unit 
Islington Police Station 
2 Tolpuddle Street 
London 
N1 0YY 

Telephone: 07799133204  
Facsimile:    
Email: 
licensingpolice@islington.gov.uk 

Dear Sir 

Re: Application to Vary a Premises Licence; 231 Seven Sisters Road, N4 2DA – Gunay Supermarket 

With reference to the above application, I am writing to inform you that the Metropolitan Police, as a 
Responsible Authority, will be objecting to this application as it is our belief that if granted the application 
would undermine the Licensing Objectives, being the Prevention of Crime and Disorder. 

The venue is situated in the designated ‘Finsbury Park/Holloway Road Cumulative Impact Area’; a locality 
where there is traditionally high crime and disorder. There are over 35 licensed premises within a 250m 
radius of your proposed venue. Islington has almost double the national average of licensed premises per 
resident, and this is why the Police supported the implementation of the Council’s Cumulative Impact Policy. 
This large number of licensed premises and the issues associated with these impacts greatly on the Police 
and all other emergency service’s resources. 

The applicant is requesting varying their licensable hours from a midnight closure seven days a week to 
opening until 0100 hours Sunday to Thursday and until 0200 hours on a Friday and Saturday. The venue 
currently operates within the policy framework hours, to extend this we believe would exacerbate the issues 
emergency services already deal with on a regular basis in the area. 

Further to this, there is no mention in the application how they would not add to the cumulative impact, and 
have offered no additional or tightening of conditions. 

I have also emailed the applicants agent requiring urgent proof of the applicants date of birth and home 
address – I have as yet not had a reply. 

It is for all these reasons that we are objecting to the application, and propose that it is refused. 

Should you wish to discuss the matter further please contact us on Mobile 07799133204 or via email, 
licensingpolice@islington.gov.uk    

Peter Conisbee Pc 575NI 
Steven Harrington Pc 425NI 
Ben Chadwick Pc292NI 

Islington Police Licensing Team 
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